
 
 

Bolton High School students are … 
 

 

capable, ethical, thoughtful, and responsible. 
 

 
Bolton High School delivers the small school, personalized attention one would expect while also              
offering the academics, athletics, arts, and activities of a school four to five times larger! These                
programs bring together students whose talent, growth potential, individualism, and dedication benefit            
and enrich the supportive and personal Bolton environment. 
 
Each of our students embark on a journey of exploration and discovery with a dedicated group of                 
teachers, mentors, and coaches – an experience both academically and personally rewarding. 
 
 
In small, intense academic settings, students learn from caring adults and from fellow students. In               
team settings, students benefit from a camaraderie founded on good sportsmanship. In the arts,              
students explore their own creativity and unlock artistic, theatrical, and musical potential. In             
community service projects, students focus on regional and global awareness.  
 
Every Bolton student has a unique story and a unique relationship with students and teachers. The                
thread connecting these stories is a commitment to the highest standards of academic rigor, ethical               
behavior, as well as thoughtful and responsible actions. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  

The material covered in this program of studies is intended as a method of communication with students and parents                   
regarding school courses and programs as well as general district information, rules, and procedures and is not intended                  
to either enlarge or diminish any Board policy, administrative regulation, or negotiated agreement. The information in this                 
booklet is not an irrevocable contractual commitment to the student or parent. Any information in this booklet is subject to                    
unilateral revision or elimination.  
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Please Note:  Every effort will be made to meet all student course requests;  
however, insufficient enrollment or budget reductions can cause course cancellations. 

The Bolton Board of Education, in compliance with federal and state law, affirms its policy of equal                 
educational opportunity for all students and equal employment opportunity for all persons. It is the               
policy of the District to provide equal opportunity for all students to achieve their maximum potential                
through the programs offered in all District schools regardless of race, color, age, creed, religion,               
sexual orientation, ancestry, national origin or disability. The District shall provide to all students              
without discrimination, course offerings, counseling, assistance, employment, athletics, and         
extracurricular activities. The District shall make reasonable accommodations for identified physical           
and mental impairments that constitute disabilities, consistent with federal and state statutes and             
regulations. All vocational education opportunities in the Bolton Public Schools will be offered without              
regard to race, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, or handicap. 

A copy of the grievance procedure is available from the Principal. 
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Bolton High School believes in the development of capable, ethical, thoughtful, and responsible             
citizens and is committed to providing a secure educational environment in which all students can               
discover and work toward achieving their maximum potential.  

 
Bolton High School strives to foster the intellectual curiosity, creativity, and positive attitudes required              
for life-long learning. The cornerstone of this process is high quality instruction, which encourages              
critical thinking, problem solving, and the application of learned skills and knowledge.  

 
Student achievement results from a partnership among learners, teachers, parents, administrators,           
and the community. Students learn to recognize and value excellence through their own             
accomplishments and by observing the high standards held by other members of the partnership.              
The establishment of challenging goals for students in all curricular and co-curricular endeavors, as              
well as the principles of the Bolton High School Honor Code and Bolton High School Code of                 
Conduct, support the high expectations held for each learner. 

  
The time, talent, and resources of this partnership are devoted to the fulfillment of the Expectations                
for Student Learning. 
 
 
 

 

Bolton Public Schools 
District Goals  

 
1. All students will apply critical thinking to the construction and critique of arguments. 

 
2. All students will read, write, produce, and speak grounded in evidence for a variety of purposes                

and audiences as well as utilize collaboration and digital literacy skills to enhance             
communication. 

 
3. All students will use a variety of research tools to access, evaluate, synthesize, and apply               

information effectively. 
 

4. All students will see problems as opportunities, approaching twenty-first century challenges           
with ethical leadership, boldness, creativity, and responsible citizenship. 
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Bolton High School Expectations for Student Learning 
 
 
ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS 

The Bolton High School graduate… 
 

● reads actively, critically, and competently for a variety of purposes and communicates literal, interpretive, and critical                
understandings in clear expository, narrative, and descriptive writing;  

  
● writes effective persuasive essays by taking a clear position, supporting that position with accurate and relevant information,                 

organizing ideas logically and effectively, and expressing ideas with clarity and fluency; 
 
● understands important mathematical concepts and procedures, and engages in complex mathematical tasks and methods to solve                

problems; 
 
● has a knowledge base in the biological, earth, and physical sciences, understanding unifying themes in the sciences, and applies                   

the scientific principles and methods through research investigations and inquiry-based activities; 
 
● speaks clearly and concisely, communicating effectively and accurately in meaningful conversation, so as to defend a position and                  

exchange information; 
 
● has a fundamental knowledge of a language other than English and understands and respects the diversity of languages and                   

cultures;  
 
● uses libraries, as well as information and communications technology, to retrieve, synthesize, and communicate information;  
 
● displays skillful and creative expression in the arts and evaluates artistic character and aesthetic qualities in art forms. 
 
 
SOCIAL EXPECTATIONS 

The Bolton High School graduate… 
 

● meets the demands of the employment market by demonstrating the skills and the knowledge necessary for career opportunities                  
and options; 

 
● is aware of his/her post-secondary educational options; 
 
● understands that each individual is instrumental in improving the quality of life for all members of the community; 
 
● demonstrates critical, creative, and innovative thinking, while identifying and solving real-world problems; 
 
● understands the need and accepts the responsibility for autonomous learning and self-direction; 
 
● demonstrates and recognizes the principles of wellness and physical fitness. 
 
 
CIVIC EXPECTATIONS 

The Bolton High School graduate… 
 
 

● understands and values the responsibilities and the rights of United States citizenship and knowledgeably participates in the                 
democratic process; 

 
● understands and respects the need for standards of self-discipline, accountability, integrity, and ethics in a civil society; 
 
● demonstrates collaboration skills as a member of a team, is able to teach others new skills, and exercises leadership qualities and                     

negotiation skills; 
 
● demonstrates the ability to work with and show respect for diverse groups of people and recognizes the need for social                    

responsibility and global awareness.  
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Graduation Requirements 
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For the Classes of 2018 and 2019 
In addition to the Bolton High School credit requirements,  
students must demonstrate mastery in the following areas: 

Response to Literature 
Numeric Problem Solving 

Oral Communication 
Technology/Information Literacy 

Arts/Aesthetic Literacy 

  
Students must also successfully complete the following: 

Education/Career Portfolio 
Community Service (50 hours) 

Senior Capstone Project 
Health/Physical Education Portfolio 

 
For the Classes of 2020 and 2021 

In addition to the Bolton High School credit requirements,  
students must demonstrate mastery of the following transferable skills: 

Critical Thinking 
Communication 

Creative and Practical Problem Solving 
Citizenship (Locally and Globally) 

Self-Direction 

 
Students must also successfully complete the following: 

Education/Career Portfolio 
Community Service (50 hours) 

Senior Capstone Project 
Health/Physical Education Portfolio 

Freshman Study Skills (semester course beginning with the Class of 2021)  See below 
 

 
# 969 Freshman Study Skills     .50 CR 
The goals of this course are to ensure a successful transition from middle school to high school and to enable students to be                       
aware of the variety of services available at Bolton High School. Topics include: decision-making (academic and career);                 
study skills; communication skills and personal growth issues. Classes are taught by the school counselors, librarian and                 
invited guest speakers. In addition, students are introduced to the full range of services available through the school’s                  
library/media center.  
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Post Secondary Planning 
 

 
 

Preparing for College 
Students who are preparing for college should plan their program carefully, keeping in mind college               
entrance requirements. Each year, BHS counselors review students’ programs to assist in this area.              
Those students who elect the most rigorous program, work to the best of their ability, and have good                  
citizenship records, will increase their chances of success in reaching goals of further education.  
 
A minimum college preparatory program should include four years of English, four years of              
Mathematics, four years of Social Studies, three to four years of Science, and three years of the                 
same World Language.  
 
Students interested in Science or Engineering must include four years of Mathematics, four years of               
Science and perhaps a course in Computer Aided Design. Students interested in health careers              
should follow a college preparatory program consisting of four years of Mathematics and four years of                
Science (including chemistry and physics). 
 
 
Preparing For Technical Schools or Two Year Schools and Community Colleges 
Students preparing for two-year technical schools and colleges should include four years of English,              
four years of college-preparatory Mathematics, four years of Social Studies, three years of Science,              
and some Technology Education or Business Education courses. 
 
Students interested in preparation for junior colleges and business colleges should follow a college              
preparatory program and satisfy any special requirements of specific schools. Supplementary           
electives from Business Education including computer courses, Family & Consumer Sciences, the            
Arts, and Technology Education are strongly recommended. 
 
College Credit Opportunities at Bolton High School 
Bolton High School offers many opportunities to receive college credit during the Junior and Senior               
years. Courses for college credit are available through a variety of programs including the University               
of Connecticut Early College Experience program (UConn ECE), the College Board Advanced            
Placement program (AP), the College Career Pathways at Manchester Community College, and the             
Manchester Community College Partnership program. 
 
College Credit Courses 
Students have the opportunity to graduate from high school with college credits. Starting college with               
credits may enable students to take higher level courses in college and/or complete college earlier,               
saving considerable time and money. Taking a college level class while in high school may help                
students gain confidence in their ability to master college work. UConn ECE Program charge per               
credit for each course, while MCC College Career Pathways courses are currently free to BHS               
students. 
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UConn Early College Experience (ECE) – The University of Connecticut Early College Experience provides              
academically motivated students the opportunity to take university courses while still in high school.              
These challenging courses allow students to preview college work, build confidence in their readiness              
for college, and earn college credits that provide both an academic and financial head-start on a                
college degree. UConn ECE instructors are high school teachers certified as adjunct professors by              
the University. UConn ECE faculty fosters independent learning, creativity, and critical thinking – all              
pivotal for success in college. The following ECE courses are offered at Bolton High School:               
Environmental Science, Advanced Drawing, and Human Development/Family Studies. These         
courses follow the same curriculum and use the same textbooks as the courses taught at the                
University of Connecticut. To support rigorous learning, University of Connecticut library resources            
and online classroom access are available to students. UConn ECE students must successfully             
complete the course with a grade of “C” or above in order to receive University credit. University                 
credits are transferable to many colleges and universities. Students are charged a per credit fee in                
the fall.  For additional information visit:  www.ece.uconn.edu.  
 

BHS Course Title & Number 
(BHS course numbers will be changing for 2017-2018)  

University of Connecticut Course  
Title & Number 

College  
Credits 

# 271: UConn Environmental Science  NRME 1000:  Environmental Science 3 
# 507: UConn Advanced Drawing  History 1030:  Drawing I 3 
# 820: UConn Human Development 
           and Family Studies  

HSFS   1070:  Human Development and  
                        Family Studies 

3 

 
Advanced Placement (AP) – The College Board Advanced Placement program is a national             
program that prepares students, upon completion of the course, to take the AP examinations in May                
and earn college credit. Students are recommended for these courses by the previous teacher in that                
subject. Scores on the AP exams range from 1 to 5. Each college determines its own AP credit                  
policy. Students must receive at least a score of 3 to be eligible for credit and many schools require a                    
score of 4 or 5. Listed below are the specific AP courses that prepare students for the exams. There                   
is a fee for the AP exam. 

 
                                            BHS Course Title & Number   (BHS course numbers will be changing for 

2017-2018) 
AP English Literature (BHS course # 041) 
AP United States History (BHS course # 325) 
AP US Government & Politics (BHS course # 346)   
AP French (BHS course # 415) 
AP Spanish (BHS course # 405) 
AP Latin (BHS course # 424) 
AP Computer Science Principles (BHS course # 190) 
AP Calculus (BHS course # 141) 
AP Statistics (BHS course # 158)  

AP Biology  (BHS course # 281) 
AP Studio Art (2D and/or 3D) (BHS course # 505) 
AP Music Theory (BHS course # 565) 

Additional AP courses are available through Virtual High School.  Please see  
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page 40 and/or see:  www.govhs.org for available courses.  
 
College Career Pathways at Manchester Community College – This program in cooperation with             
Manchester Community College, allows students to take courses at Bolton High School that are              
equivalent to courses given at MCC. There is no tuition charge for these credits. Students must                
maintain a specified course average to receive MCC credit. Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors taking              
these courses are eligible to receive MCC credit. At present, MCC College Career Pathway courses               
include:  
 
 

BHS Course  
Title & Number  
(BHS course numbers will be changing for 
2017-2018 

MCC Course  
Number & Title 

College 
Credits 

#  073 MCC Speech  #  173 COM   Public Speaking 3 
#  125 MCC Algebra II  #  138  MAT   Elementary Algebra Found. 3 
#  231 MCC Honors Physics  #  110  PHY   Introductory Physics  3 
#  705 MCC Accounting II  #  115  ACC   Financial Accounting 3 
#  817 MCC Early Childhood 
Education  

#  101  ECE   Introduction to Early Childhood  3 

#  805 MCC Bakeshop  #  103  HSP   Principles of Baking I 3 
#  841 MCC Personal Finance #  111  BFN   Financial Literacy 3 
#  835 MCC CAD #  110  CAD   Introduction to CAD 3 

 
Manchester Community College High School Partnership Program – This program allows           
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors to take courses at MCC that are unavailable at Bolton High               
School. Students must be in good academic standing at Bolton High School and recommended by               
their school counselor. 
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Course Selection Guide 

 

 
The Importance of Subject Selection 
The “Course Selection” portion of the Bolton High School Program of Studies has been developed to                
assist students in choosing subjects and a high school program. All students and parents should               
read the following sections carefully in order to understand the types of programs offered at Bolton                
High School. 
 
Planning Your High School Program 
In the “Graduation Requirements” section of the Bolton High School Program of Studies, certain               
courses are identified as required in grades 9 through 12 as a result of Connecticut State Statutes                 
and Board of Education policy. Students are allowed many elective courses that should be chosen to                
satisfy individual interests, abilities, and future plans. Entering Freshmen should consider the course             
of study they intend to follow throughout high school. Although changes may be made, it is advisable                 
to think in terms of a four-year plan. Counselors revisit and revise a four-year written plan of studies                  
every spring when courses are chosen for the upcoming year. 
 
When choosing courses, students should consider other abilities, aptitudes, and special interests. For             
students currently in high school, it might be wise to evaluate past performance in a subject area. As                  
students move along in grades 10 and 11, post high-school plans should be considered. Teachers               
make course level recommendations at the end of mid-term exams to help students in choosing               
courses. At all times, now and during the school year, students should seek the advice of parents,                 
teachers, and their school counselor.  
 
Course Load 
All students are required to carry a minimum of 6 full credits per year, and take Physical                 
Education/Health in grades 9 and 10. 
  
An average of C- or better is recommended for students to continue in the second year of any                  
sequential elective subject. For example, students who receive a final grade of D in a World                
Language may not be recommended by the teacher or school counselor to move on to the next level.                  
If there are any requests for exceptions to the requirements, parents should plan a conference with                
the Principal and the school counselor. The Principal will have the final decision. 
 
 
Grade Level Matriculation 
Students at Bolton High School are expected to earn academic credits each year to progress from                
one grade level to the next.  The minimum credit requirements are:  
 

For promotion to the Sophomore year:   6.0 credits 
For promotion to the Junior year: 12.0 credits 
For promotion to the Senior year: 18.0 credits 
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Course Offerings 2017-2018 

 
Art 

 
Business Education  

 
English  

 
Family and Consumer Sciences  

 
Guidance  

 
Mathematics  

 
Music  

 
Physical Education / Health Education / Teen Leadership  

 
Science  

 
Social Studies  

 
Technology Education  

 
World Languages  

 
Capstone Project 

 
Distance Learning 
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Art Education 
 
The visual arts are a vital part of every student’s education. The visual arts promote creative thinking, self-esteem, and                   
discipline, which are necessary requirements for learning in all subject areas. The visual arts allow students to develop                  
their imagination, problem solving techniques, and critical thinking skills. These skills ultimately enhance students ability               
to adapt to various situations, capacity to use good judgment, comprehension of alternate solutions, and openness to                 
different views and opinions. Students will utilize these skills in becoming effective individuals in an interdependent                
society.  The visual arts prepare students to: 
 

● develop increasing abilities to pose insightful questions about contexts, processes, and criteria for             
evaluation; 

● develop deeper and more profound works of visual art that reflect the maturation of students creative and                 
problem-solving skills; 

● develop vocabularies and concepts associated with various types of work; 
● understand the multifaceted interplay of different media, styles, forms, techniques, and processes in the              

creation of student work; 
● relate understandings about the historical and cultural contexts of art to situations in contemporary life. 

In Bolton, our district schools are committed to empowering all students through the visual arts curricula K-12. Lessons                  
are aligned to National Visual Arts Standards and Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts. In addition                  
to National and State assessments, students are evaluated by completing and demonstrating proficiency on the               
Arts/Aesthetic Literacy assessment  required for graduation at Bolton High school. 
 
Course Offerings 
# 501 Art I/Introduction to Art Grades   9-12 1.00 CR 
# 511 Ceramics Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
# 532 Painting and 2D Design Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
# 537 Sculpture and 3D Design Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
# 534 Advanced Drawing  Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
# 531 Photography I Grades   9-12   .50 CR 
# 533 Photography II Grades   9-12   .50 CR 
# 505 Advanced Placement Studio Art Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
# 507 Drawing I (UConn Early College Experience) Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
 
 

# 501 Art I/Introduction to Art Grades 9-12 1.00 CR 
This introductory art course exposes students to basic techniques in the following areas of art: drawing, painting & 2D design,                    
printmaking and book arts, ceramics, and sculpture & 3D design. Students will study the basic art elements and design. They                    
will also be introduced to the history of art from pre-Columbian through the art of today. The projects designed for this course                      
allow students to discover their own personal style while still exposing them to a variety of techniques and types of art. This is                       
an introductory course that does not require the completion of previous art courses. Students will be responsible for                  
purchasing some materials for this course. 
 
# 511 Ceramics Grades 10-12    .50 CR 
Prerequisite:  Art I 
This course exposes students to the properties of clay for creating functional and nonfunctional pottery pieces. The pottery of                   
various cultures will be introduced as examples. Throughout the semester, students will learn the basic methods of hand-built                  
pottery construction and wheel-thrown pottery. Students will also explore various methods of glazing and surface decoration.                
In addition, students will learn basic kiln technology. Students will be responsible for purchasing some materials for this                  
course. 
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# 532 Painting and 2D Design Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
Prerequisite:  Art I 
This course further exposes students to the various techniques of painting and 2-dimensional design that were previously                 
introduced in Art I. Techniques, methods and media include the following: acrylic and/or oil on canvas, watercolor, tempera,                  
impasto, and mixed media. Further in-depth study of important movements and artists in the history of painting will be                   
discussed and used for influence and study. Students will be responsible for purchasing some materials for this course. 
 
# 537 Sculpture and 3D Design Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
Prerequisite:  Art I 
In this course, students explore the problems and possibilities posed by the use of a 3-dimensional art medium. Students will                    
be exposed to a variety of sculptural methods, which may include additive, subtractive, assembled, cast, stuffed, modeled,                 
and mobile techniques. Materials such as clay, paper mache, fabric, wire, plaster, and/or wood will be explored. Further                  
study of important movements and artists in the history of sculpture and 3D design will be discussed and used for influence                     
and study. Students will be responsible for purchasing some materials for this course. 
 
# 534 Advanced Drawing Grades 10-12  .50  CR 
Prerequisite: Art I 
This course is designed for students who wish to further develop drawing skills. Drawing problems will be presented,                  
including topics such as: the exploded view; the unusual viewpoint; expression drawing; transformation and animation               
drawing; portrait and figural studies. A wide variety of drawing materials will be used including pencil, charcoal, pen and ink,                    
pastels, oriental brush, nontraditional drawing materials, etc. Areas of individual interest will be explored. Students will be                 
responsible for purchasing some materials for this course. 
 
# 531 Introduction to Photography Grades 9-12   .50  CR 
In this class, students will explore the historical, technical, and aesthetic principles of digital photography. This will be                  
accomplished through viewing videos, reading, research, written assignments and use of manual cameras. Classes will               
consist of informative lecture, as well as visual and demonstrative procedures for proper use of the camera. Students will be                    
responsible for purchasing some materials for this course. 

 
# 533 Photography II Grades 9-12   .50  CR 
Prerequisite:  Introduction to Photography I 
In this class, students continue the study of digital from Introduction to Photography. Students will advance their knowledge of                   
photography through further lecture, demonstrations, advanced techniques, and advanced assignments. A wide variety of              
experimental photographic techniques will be used and alternative methods will be discussed. Students will be responsible                
for purchasing some  materials for this course. 
 
# 505 Advanced Placement Studio Art Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Permission of instructor 
This AP studio course is offered to students who are highly motivated to create college-level artwork. Students will submit a                    
portfolio of work for evaluation at the end of the school year, typically around the beginning of May. Students may choose to                      
complete the Advanced Placement portfolio to be submitted for scoring in one of the following areas of concentration: 2D                   
Design, Drawing, or 3D Design. Student will be responsible for digital photographs of works to be submitted to the                   
College Board.  Students will be responsible for purchasing a majority of materials for this course. 
 
# 507 UCONN  Advanced Drawing Grades 11-12  1.00 CR 

(UConn Early College Experience) 
Prerequisite:  Permission of instructor 
This UConn Drawing course is offered to students who are highly motivated to create college-level artwork. The objective is                   
to develop an awareness and understanding of how to construct drawings based on observation. This kind of drawing is                   
developed out of a process that involves learning to see. Learning to see requires patience, concentration and practice.                  
Students will gain an understanding of awareness strategies such as perspective; composition, line weight, proportion and                
measurement that are used in describing forms in space. Students will be responsible for purchasing a majority of materials. 
 
Department Staff:  Lisa Argenta - largenta@boltonct.org  
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Business/Computer Education  
 
The emphasis of business education at Bolton High School is to prepare students to become productive and contributing                  
members of society capable of lifelong learning and adaptability to change and economic self-sufficiency. Lessons within                
all business courses are aligned to the National and State Business Education Standards. The Business Education                
curricula are also aligned with the State Common Core Standards and Competencies. The Business Department makes                
significant contributions to the total academic structure in a business-oriented society. 
 
Business education courses at Bolton High School will: 
 

● aid in the development of contemporary knowledge and skills for successful entry-level employment and              
advancement in business careers; 

● promote the development of decision-making skills, time-management skills, language-arts/communication,         
problems-solving skills, positive work habits, technology skills, and interpersonal attitudes in an office atmosphere; 

● familiarize students with critical contemporary office procedures, software applications, terminologies, concepts,           
principles, and practices; 

● provide an opportunity to relate specific skills to careers; 
● provide basic skills for those students planning post-secondary education in business related areas. 

 
Course Offerings 

# 701  Accounting I Grades   9-12 1.00 CR 
# 705  MCC Accounting II Grades 10-12 1.00 CR 
# 832  Marketing (sem. 1)  Grades   9-12   .50 CR 
# 830 Entrepreneurship (sem. 2) Grades   9-12   .50 CR 
# 711  MCC Personal Finance Grades 11-12   .50 CR 
# 862 Introduction to Finance Grades   9-12   .50 CR 

 
# 701 Accounting I Grades 10-12 1.00 CR 
This course offers students the fundamentals for a career in accounting using both manual and computerized procedures. It                  
provides basic competence and a firm background for advanced accounting. This is accomplished through recording business                
transactions, preparing financial reports, and interpreting results of operations for small and large business enterprises. The                
course also provides an excellent opportunity for students to become aware of employment possibilities in the accounting                 
field, to develop good work habits, and foster a sense of responsibility and accuracy in assignments. Students may take                   
Accounting I in their Junior or Senior year for a BHS mathematics credit. 
 
# 705 MCC Accounting II Grades 10-12 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Accounting I 
This course expands the student's knowledge of topics introduced in the Accounting I course while adding new topics about                   
management accounting, cost accounting, not-for-profit accounting, and financial analysis. A computerized general ledger             
accounting system is used, as well as the Internet, to examine businesses of today. This course provides an excellent                   
opportunity for employment possibilities in the accounting field and to develop a career interest in accounting or other                  
business related field during the student's post-secondary education. Students may take Accounting II in their Junior or                 
Senior year for a BHS mathematics credit. Students successfully completing this MCC course are eligible for three                 
credits from Manchester Community College. 
 
# 832 Marketing  (sem. 1) Grades 9-12   .50 CR 
This course provides students with the benefits of marketing to our society and to each student personally. Career                  
opportunities will also be explored. The marketing decision process will also be examined. Students will learn the various                  
marketing strategies businesses use to identify their customers and other essential topics, such as marketing concept, the                 
marketing mix, market segmentation, and target marketing. 
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# 830 Entrepreneurship  (sem. 2) Grades 9-12   .50 CR 
This course provides specialized instruction to both theory and practical application of the small business principles necessary                 
for the operation of a successful small business. Designed for students who want to evaluate going into business for them or                     
working for a small business. Course content should prove valuable to small business sales, finance, personnel and the                  
concepts and current practices of managing a small business. Students will learn the importance and use of a business plan                    
and what it  means for a successful business. 

 
# 711 MCC Personal Finance  (sem. 1 & 2) Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
This course is a survey of topics of interest to the student as a consumer and potential investor. Topics include budgeting,                     
financial institutions, basic income tax, credit, consumer protection, insurance, house purchase, retirement planning, estate              
planning, investing, and consumer purchases. Students will discover the ways to maximize earnings potential, develop               
strategies for managing resources, explore skills for the wise use of credit, and gain insight into risk management (insurance).                   
This course will begin a lifelong journey of personal financial planning. Students successfully completing this MCC course                 
are eligible for three credits from Manchester Community College. Students may take Personal Finance in their                
Junior or Senior year for a BHS mathematics credit. 
  
# 862 Introduction to Finance (semester) Grades 9-12  1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation only. This course is designed to prepare students for real-life math applications.               
This course will provide instruction for relevant math concepts where students learn how to apply basic math concepts to the                    
tasks they will use in the real world, including earning a paycheck, managing a bank account, using credit cards, and creating                     
a budget. Other practical topics are presented to help students become financially responsible. 
 
Department Staff:  Lori Adler - ladler@boltonct.org  
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English  
 
English Department believes that language is a unique, dynamic structure that is essential to our humanity. We use                  
language to interact with others and to communicate our ideas and feelings. Language is, therefore, an integral part of all                    
phases of the learning process. 
 
The English Department at Bolton High School guides students in developing patterns of productive thinking and learning                 
through writing, reading, viewing, speaking, and listening. We seek to provide students with strategies that will enable                 
them to pursue the spirit of inquiry through the analysis, synthesis, and integration of ideas. Students will learn to write                    
with clarity, to read and view with understanding, and to communicate orally with precision. This variety of language                  
experiences will enable students to become mature, literate, and competent contributors to the working world or the world                  
of higher education. 
 
A BHS graduate with four credits of English should be able to: 
 

● comprehend, interpret, analyze, and evaluate appropriately complex literary and informational texts; 
● produce clear and coherent expository, analytical, argumentative, and narrative writing for a range of tasks,               

purposes, and audiences; 
● conduct research based on focused questions demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation; 
● discuss ideas clearly for a variety of purposes, responding thoughtfully to multiple perspectives using supporting               

evidence. 
 
Course Offerings 
# 005  English I - Freshman English Honors Grade 9 1.00 CR 
# 001 English I - Freshman English Grade 9 1.00 CR 
# 015 English II - Sophomore English Honors Grade 10 1.00 CR 
# 011 English II - Sophomore English Grade 10 1.00 CR 
# 025 English III - Junior English Honors Grade 11 1.00 CR 
# 021 English III - Junior English Grade 11 1.00 CR 
# 041 Advanced Placement English Literature Grade 12 1.00 CR 
# 071 English Elective - A Voice and a Choice: 

Studies in Drama 
Grade 12 
Grade 11 with permission 

  .50 CR 

# 072 English Elective - A Part of the Whole: 
Contemporary Issues in Fiction 

Grade 12 
Grade 11 with permission 

  .50 CR 

# 073 English Elective - MCC Speech 
*prerequisite of C or better to enroll for 
college credit 

Grade 12 
Grade 11 with permission 

  .50 CR 

# 074 English Elective – Peace and Conflict 
Studies 

Grade 12 
Grade 11 with permission 

  .50 CR 

# 086 English Elective - British Literature Grade 12 
Grade 11 with permission 

  .50 CR 

 
 
English Honors and Advanced Placement English - These courses are specifically designed for students who are                
highly motivated and skilled, who have shown high academic promise in previous classes, and who have mastered                 
language arts skills. Students are admitted to these courses based on their performance in previous English classes, the                  
previous teacher's recommendation, and test scores. (Courses #005, #015, #025, #041) 
 
Academic English - These courses are designed to provide a survey of literature, emphasizing writing and critical                 
thinking skills. (Courses #001, #011, #021) 
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English Electives - There are five elective courses in the English Department. (Courses #071, #072, #073, #074, #086)  

● Students may take one or more of five, half-year courses in their Senior year as an elective in addition to                    
Advanced Placement English Literature. 

● Students in their Senior year may elect to take two of the electives as their full credit English requirement.                   
Students should speak to their current English teacher and Guidance Counselor to investigate specific college               
admission requirements. *Students must have a C or better in all prior English courses to be eligible to                  
enroll in MCC Speech for college credit. 

 
● Students may take one or more of these half-year courses in their Junior year as an elective in addition to English                     

III with teacher permission. Students must be enrolled in English III as the electives cannot be substituted for                  
English III. Students who take an elective in the Junior year are still required to enroll in and pass a full credit of                       
English in the Senior year. Students are required to take at least one full credit of English each year in high school. 

 
 

# 005 English I -- Freshman English Honors  1.00 CR 
# 001 English I -- Freshman English 1.00 CR 
In English 005 and 001, students examine the following genres of literature: novel, short story, non-fiction, poetry, drama, and                   
the epic. Students learn appropriate literary terms for reading and analyzing each genre. They read a variety of selections and                    
respond to the readings on literal, interpretive, critical, and personal levels, thereby developing both grammar skills and                 
vocabulary. Mass media materials and student oral presentations based on research reinforce thematic learning. Moreover,               
students learn the basics of MLA documentation. 

 
# 015 English II -- Sophomore English Honors  1.00 CR 
# 011 English II -- Sophomore English 1.00 CR 
In English 015 and 011, students further develop skills established in Freshman English through analysis of the five genres:                   
novel, short story, non-fiction, poetry, and drama. Students improve vocabulary and technical proficiency through related               
writing. All documentation is done in MLA format. 
 
# 025 English I -- Junior English Honors  1.00 CR 
# 021 English I -- Junior English 1.00 CR  
English 025 and 021 examine the development of American literature in chronological order with close attention to the major                   
themes that emerged as our nation developed. Students read classic American literature with a focus on language and                  
composition. 

 
# 041 Advanced Placement English Literature 1.00 CR  
English 041, AP English Literature, introduces students to many classic British and American works covered in introductory                 
college literature classes. Students read a broad spectrum of literature from all genres, learn to interpret and critically analyze                   
what they read, and enhance their interpretations by studying professional literary criticism related to the assigned works.                 
Students electing Advanced Placement English Literature should write well, have a strong interest in studying great literature,                 
and a strong commitment to hard work. The recommendation of the teacher is required. Students in this class will be                    
prepared to take the College Board Advanced Placement English Literature examination in May. 

 
# 071 A voice and a Choice: Studies in Drama   .50 CR  
In English 071, students read a variety of plays in order to learn the structure of drama. Students evaluate each piece of                      
drama for its literary elements, cultural and historical significance, and artistic merit. Students analyze four to eight plays                  
reflecting a common thematic or literary focus. These themes may include struggles within society, the dynamics of family                  
relationships, and the pressures of each on the individual as portrayed in both realistic and satiric fashion.  

 
# 072 A Part of the Whole: Contemporary Issues in Fiction  .50 CR 
In English 072, students read a variety of novels and short fiction evaluating each piece for its literary elements, cultural and                     
historical significance and artistic merit. Students analyze five to ten works reflecting a common thematic or literary focus                  
exploring the relationships of individuals to the societies in which they must exist. These themes may include coming of age,                    
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tolerance and acceptance, our common human need to define character and create an integrated self, breaking societal                 
boundaries, or forgiveness and redemption. 
 
# 073 MCC Speech  .50 CR  
English 073 is designed to provide students with a foundation in public speaking. Students use the same text as MCC                    
students who take Public Speaking 173. Students are required to learn content information contained in the text and then to                    
apply that knowledge by presenting numerous speeches to classmates. These speeches will vary in purpose, length, and                 
content and must be accurately researched and documented using proper MLA format. Students learn to evaluate others’                 
speeches in a constructive manner. Students successfully completing this MCC course are eligible for three credits                
from Manchester Community College. Prerequisite: Students will need to have received a C or better in all prior                  
English courses in order to be eligible to enroll in MCC Speech for college credit. 

 
# 074 Peace Studies  .50 CR  
Students in English 074 will study peacemakers who have worked toward the cause of justice using non-violent action as                   
their primary tool. Based on their reading of a variety a non-fiction sources, students will work toward a goal of bringing peace                      
not only to their daily lives, but also to their broader communities. After studying aspects of war, conflict, and the origins of                      
inequality and injustice, students will identify the impact they can have in the enactment of their daily roles and responsibilities                    
as they accept the challenge to evolve as active peacemakers.  
 
# 086 British Literature  .50 CR  
English 086 introduces students to a range of British and World Literature from the Dark Ages to the 21st Century. Students                     
read works from all genres focused around themes relevant throughout history including, (but not limited to) heroism, gender,                  
corruption, social etiquette, family relationships, pilgrimage, and growth. This writing-intensive course will ask students to               
employ a variety of critical thinking skills essential for success at the postsecondary level. 

 
Department Staff : 
Patricia LaRochelle - plarochelle@boltonct.org  
Natalie Mikan - nmikan@boltonct.org 
Joyce Teed - jteed@boltonct.org 
Jennifer Tierney - jtierney@boltonct.org 
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Family and Consumer Sciences 
 
Family and Consumer Sciences is an educational discipline based on the family and on the relationship between work                  
and the family. Bolton High School’s family and consumer sciences education program empowers people to effectively                
manage emerging life issues by applying skills, analyzing options, and strengthening interpersonal competencies through              
an interrelated curriculum. Participation in the program enables students to develop skills to manage their own personal,                 
family, and career lives, and develop insights into the interaction within families and the relationship of work and family.                   
Family and consumer sciences education applies academic learning to hands-on application. 
 
Bolton High School’s Family and Consumer Sciences program prepares students for family life, work life, and careers in                  
family and consumer sciences by providing opportunities to develop the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors               
needed for:  
 
● strengthening the well-being of individuals and families across the lifespan;  
● becoming responsible citizens and leaders in family, community, and work settings;  
● promoting optimal nutrition and wellness across the lifespan;  
● managing resources to meet the material needs of individuals and families;  
● balancing personal, home, family, and work lives;  
● using critical and creative thinking skills to address problems in diverse family,  

community, and work environments;  
● successful life management, employment, and career development;  
● functioning effectively as providers and consumers of goods and services; and  
● appreciating human worth and accepting responsibility for one’s actions and success in 

family and work life.  
 
Curricula are aligned with Connecticut Career & Technical Education competencies, FCS National Standards and the               
Common Core Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
 
Course Offerings 
# 827 Introduction to Culinary Grade     9   .50 CR 
# 860 Food for Life  Grade     9   .50 CR 
# 800 Culinary I  Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
# 801 Culinary II (offered 2018-2019) Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
# 802 Culinary III  (offered 2017-2018) Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
# 803 Bakeshop (semester) Grades 11-12   .50 CR 
# 805 MCC Bakeshop (full year) Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
# 875 Family and Human Services (semester offered 2018-2019) Grades 11-12   .50 CR 
# 819 Family and Human Services (full year offered 2018-2019) Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
# 863 Early Childhood Education (semester offered 2017-2018) Grades 11-12   .50 CR 
# 817 MCC Early Childhood Education (full year 2017-2018) Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
# 820 Introduction to Individual and Family Development 

(UCONN Early College Experience) (offered 2018-2019) 
Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 

# 809 Child Development  Grades   9-10   .50 CR 
# 839 Parenting  Grades   9-10   .50 CR 
 
 

# 827 Introduction to Culinary Grade   9    .50 CR 
This course emphasizes the study of nutrition as it relates to basic food preparation and diet. Students will have the                    
opportunity to plan, prepare, and serve meals that meet individual nutritional needs. The student's role as a consumer will also                    
be part of this course. 
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# 860 Food for Life Grade   9  .50 CR 
This course will take basic food preparation to a different level. Students will use the skills attained in Introduction to Culinary                     
to prepare foods for specific dietary needs. Students will also investigate foods from various regions of the United States and                    
discover their origins.  
 
# 800 Culinary I Grades 10-12   .50 CR 
Culinary I is designed to provide students information about food and nutrition that they can use every day. This practical,                    
up-to-date course focuses on the latest dietary advice to help students make healthful food choices. The course includes                  
basic food preparation, with an emphasis on nutritional awareness in planning and preparing quick and easy meals. Other                  
topics include buying and storing food, food industry careers, and consumer decisions. 
 
# 801 Culinary II Grades 10-12  .50 CR 
Prerequisite:  Introduction to Culinary or Culinary I or Permission of Instructor. (Offered 2018-2019) 
This course offers all of the ingredients for success in the foods industry. The essential knowledge and skills needed to                    
become a culinary professional will be explored through topics including cooking techniques used in quantity food preparation,                 
culinary nutrition, the use of equipment found in a professional kitchen, and kitchen safety and sanitation. The role of food                    
service management, standards, regulations, and laws, as well as the value of quality customer service will also be included in                    
this course.  
 
# 802 Culinary III  Grades 10-12    .50 CR 
Prerequisite:  Introduction to Culinary or Culinary I or Permission of Instructor. (Offered 2017-2018) 
This course studies lifestyles in selected countries and the effect of culture on food consumption and preparation methods. It                   
explores the influence of ethnic cookery on American eating habits. There is opportunity to prepare and taste a variety of                    
foods from a diversity of cultures. 
 
# 803 Bakeshop (semester) Grades 11-12    .50 CR 
# 805 MCC Bakeshop (full year) Grades 11-12  1.00 CR 
Breads and pastries of many nations will be included in a survey of types and methods of bread and pastry preparation. This                      
course will concentrate on the production and quality control of baked goods that are used in hotels and restaurants.                   
Emphasis will be on preparation of recipes (yeast products, quick breads, cakes, and pastries). Quantity food preparation                 
equipment and methods of baking will be used. Students successfully completing the full year MCC course are eligible                  
for three credits from Manchester Community College. 
 
# 875 Family and Human Services (semester) Grades 11-12    .50 CR  
# 819 Family and Human Services (full year) Grades 11-12 1.00 CR  
(Offered 2018-2019) This course is an introduction to current theories and knowledge related to family and human services.                  
Students will be provided opportunities to develop skills in interpersonal relationships. The course will include the history of                  
the human services movement and survey many helping professions. A field experience in human services is required for                  
MCC credit.  
  
# 863 Early Childhood Education (semester) Grades 11-12    .50 CR 
# 817 MCC Early Childhood Education (full year) Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
Early Childhood Education is a course designed to provide students with the information and skills necessary to be employed                   
in the field of early childhood education. Persons employed in this field instruct children, provide emotional support, facilitate                  
development and learning and, at times, function in day care centers, nursery schools, and other child care facilities.                  
Emphasis is on practical ways to guide children through the early years of development and the exploration of careers dealing                    
with children. Students will assume responsibility for planning, conducting, and evaluating nursery school activities. During the                
second semester, a child care lab/preschool will be at BHS so that students will have practical experiences with preschool                   
children. This is an excellent course for future careers in the field of education. Students successfully completing the full                   
year MCC course are eligible for three credits from Manchester Community College. 
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# 820 Introduction to Individual & Family Development Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
 (UConn Early College Experience)  
(Offered 2018-2019) This course is an introduction to the general study of human development from conception through                 
elderly. The course examines physical, intellectual, social and emotional growth across the lifespan, emphasizing that               
development results from the interdependence of these areas at every stage. The life span perspective of development is a                   
means of understanding the challenges, conflicts, and achievements that are central to people living through developmental                
stages other than our own. This is an excellent course for future careers in the field of education and nursing. In order to                       
receive UCONN credit, students must complete a 40 hour internship which may be completed in the BHS preschool. 
 
# 809 Child Development Grades 9-10    .50 CR  
Child Development is a course designed to provide students with information and skills that relate to the growth and                   
development of children. Students will study physical, emotional, social, and intellectual growth during childhood.              
Additionally, students will investigate the impact of heredity and environment on human growth and development during                
childhood.  Child Development is an introductory course to MCC Early Childhood Education.  
 
# 839 Parenting Grades 9-10    .50 CR 
Parenting is a course designed to help students learn what the role of parenting demands. Students will analyze                  
expectations, roles, and the responsibilities of parenting. Additionally, students will obtain skills needed to care for and guide                  
children through their growth and development.  Parenting is an introductory course to MCC Early Childhood Education.  
 
 
Department Staff:  Wendy Scott - wscott@boltonct.org  
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Mathematics 
 

A variety of mathematical courses are offered at Bolton High School ensuring that the Bolton High School graduate is 
mathematically literate and is able to think and utilize the foundational principles of logic.  The courses emphasize 
standards including number and quantity, algebra, functions, modeling, geometry, statistics, and probability.  
 

 
Course Offerings 
# 101 Algebra I Foundations 1.00 CR 
# 105 Algebra I 1.00 CR 
# 112 Numerical Geometry 1.00 CR 
# 111 Geometry 1.00 CR 
# 115 Geometry Honors 1.00 CR 
# 123 Algebra II Foundations 1.00 CR 
# 121 Algebra II 1.00 CR 
# 125 Algebra II Honors 1.00 CR 
# 131 Pre-Calculus 1.00 CR 
# 135 Pre-Calculus Honors 1.00 CR 
# 152 Preparation for College Math Topics–ALEKS  (sem 1)    .50 CR 
# 153 Preparation for College Math Topics–ALEKS  (sem 2)    .50 CR 
# 170 Contemporary Math  (sem )   .50 CR 
# 147 Honors Calculus  (sem 1)    .50 CR 
# 148 Honors Statistics (sem 2 )   .50 CR 
# 141 Advanced Placement Calculus        1.00 CR 
# 158 Advanced Placement Statistics         1.00 CR 
# 190 Advanced Placement Computer Science Principles        1.00 CR 

 
 
The following is a flowchart of possible course selections over four years; however, there are many other possibilities for                   
students as they progress through high school. Math teachers and Guidance Counselors will discuss math options each                 
year with students.  
 

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 
Geometry 

Honors 
Algebra II 
Honors 

Pre-Calculus 
Honors 

Advanced Placement Calculus or 
Advanced Placement Computer Science 

Geometry Algebra II 
Honors 

Pre-Calculus 
Honors 

Honors College Math Topics – Calculus/Sem1 
Honors College Math Topics – Statistics/Sem 2 

Geometry Algebra II Pre-Calculus Preparations for Honors College Math Topics ALEKS/Sem1 
Honors College Math Topics Statistics/Sem 2 

Algebra I Geometry 
Honors 

Algebra II 
Honors 

Pre-Calculus Honors  
or Pre-Calculus 

Algebra I Geometry Algebra II Pre-Calculus  
or Preparation for College Math Topics 

Algebra I Geometry Algebra II 
Foundations 

Preparation for College Math Topics/Sem 1 
Preparation for College Math Topics/Sem 2 

Algebra  I 
Foundations 

Numerical 
Geometry 

Algebra II 
Foundations 

Personal Finance/Sem 1 
Preparation for College Math Topics/Sem 2 

Algebra I 
Foundations 

Numerical 
Geometry 

Algebra II 
Foundations or 

Accounting  

Accounting I  
or Accounting II  
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# 101 Algebra I Foundations 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Teacher recommendation 
Algebra I Foundations is a full year course that will provide the fundamental Algebra skills for students who may require more                     
time to process. Students will explore linear equalities and inequalities, statistics, probability, and number representations.               
Students will proceed to Numerical Geometry and then to Algebra II Foundations. 
 
# 105 Algebra I 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: “B” average or better in previous math course and teacher recommendation 
Algebra I is a structured course in elementary algebra with emphasis on the real number system. Students learn the                   
manipulation of algebraic expressions, equations and inequalities to model and then solve real-world problems.  Students are               
required to provide their own TI 30XS scientific calculator or TI 84+ graphing calculator.   
 
# 112 Numerical Geometry 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Algebra I Foundations or Algebra I 
Numerical Geometry is a modern treatment of Euclidean geometry. In this course, students will learn to use logic and                   
reasoning to solve geometric problems at a slower pace. Students will learn to apply theorems, postulates, and definitions to                   
solve “real world” problems. Topics will include parallel lines and planes, showing congruence and similarity for triangles and                  
various polygons, and an introduction to right triangles and the trigonometric functions. Students are required to provide their                  
own TI 30XS scientific calculator or TI 84+ graphing calculator. 
 
# 111 Geometry 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  “C” average or better in Algebra I  
Geometry is a modern treatment of Euclidean geometry. Students learn postulates, definitions, and formal theorems. Problem                
solving skills and logical thought processes will be developed and incorporated through the use of various styles of proofs and                    
applications to solve real-world problems. Topics will include parallel lines and planes, showing congruence and similarity for                 
triangles, quadrilaterals and various polygons, and an introduction to the trigonometric ratios. Students are required to provide                 
their own TI 30XS scientific calculator or TI 84+ graphing calculator. 
 
# 115 Geometry Honors 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: “A-” average or better in Algebra I (Honors) in the 8th grade and recommendation from grade 8 math teacher or                     
an “A” average in Algebra I in the grade 9 and recommendation from Bolton High School math teacher. The Honors                     
Geometry course is for the exceptional math student who wants to explore the theories of geometry in great depth. Topics                    
include parallel and perpendicular lines and planes, finding congruence and similarity for triangles, quadrilaterals and other                
polygons, areas and volumes of solids, and coordinate geometry. Proofs will be explored at a deeper level in this course.                    
Problem solving skills and logical thought processes will be developed and incorporated through the use of various styles of                   
proofs and applications to solve “real world” problems. Students are required to provide their own TI 30XS scientific calculator                   
or TI 84+ graphing calculator. 
 
# 123 Algebra II Foundations 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Successful completion of Algebra I or (Algebra I Foundations and Numerical Geometry) 
In this course, students build upon and explore topics that were learned in Algebra I, but with greater depth. This course                     
focuses on mathematical modeling as a method for developing the student’s ability to encode and interpret practical                 
quantitative problems in symbolic form. Graphing calculators are required and fully integrated in the course. Upon                
completion of this course, students will be exclusively prepared for Preparation for College Math Topics. This                
course is not recommended for those Algebra II students planning on taking Pre-Calculus or Pre-Calculus Honors. 
 
# 121 Algebra II 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  “C” average or better in both Algebra I and Geometry 
In this course, students cover topics that were learned in Algebra I, but with increased depth. Students will also learn about                     
exponential and quadratic functions, graphing polynomials, and complex numbers. This course is essential for any advanced                
studies in math. Upon completion of this course, students with a C or better will have the opportunity to take the                     
Accuplacer for MCC credit in math. 
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# 125 Algebra II Honors 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  “B+” average or better in both Algebra I Honors and Geometry Honors or teacher recommendation 
The Honors Algebra II course is for the exceptional mathematics student. In addition to a review of Algebra I, topics covered                     
include exponential, logarithmic, and quadratic functions, graphing, and complex numbers. All topics are covered in greater                
depth than in a regular Algebra II course. Algebra II Honors is recommended for students who will be taking Pre-Calculus and                     
Calculus. Upon completion of this course, students with a C or better will have the opportunity to take the                   
Accuplacer for MCC credit in math. 
 
# 131 Pre-Calculus 1.00 CR 
Prerequisites: “B+” average or better in Geometry and Algebra II or “C+” average or better in Honors Geometry and                   
Honors Algebra II 
Pre-Calculus is designed as a preparation for Calculus and other college level mathematics courses. Students learn                
trigonometry and other topics. If students are planning to pursue a math, science, engineering or business curriculum at the                   
college level, this course is suggested.  
 
# 135 Pre-Calculus Honors 1.00 CR 
Prerequisites: “B+” average or better both in Honors Geometry and Honors Algebra II, or permission of the Math                  
Department 
Pre-Calculus Honors is designed as a preparation for Calculus and other college level mathematics courses. Students learn                 
trigonometry, analytical geometry, vectors, limits, and continuity. If students are planning to pursue a math, science,                
engineering or business curriculum at the college level, this course is suggested. It is the third course in the honors                    
mathematics sequence.  
 
# 152 Preparation for College Math Topics – Semester 1     .50 CR

ALEKS 
Prerequisite:  Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II  
This half-year course is for college-bound students who want to keep their mathematics up-to-date. This course does not have                   
the rigor of Pre-Calculus or Calculus. Students will prepare for college math entrance exams through the ALEKS computer                  
program. This course can be paired with another semester course such as #153, #154, #148 Statistics, or #841 Personal                   
Finance. 
 
# 153 Preparation for College Math Topics – Semester 2    .50 CR

ALEKS 
Prerequisite:  Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II  
This half-year course is for college-bound students who want to keep their mathematics up-to-date. This course does not have                   
the rigor of Pre-Calculus or Calculus. Students will prepare for college math entrance exams through the ALEKS computer                  
program.  This course can be paired with another semester course such as #152 or #841 Personal Finance. 
 
# 170 Contemporary Math – Semester    .50  CR  
Prerequisite: Algebra II, Algebra II Foundations or permission of the Math Department 
This half-year course is designed for students with a liberal arts focus. Topics include, but are not limited to, elementary                    
probability and statistics, logic, set theory, voting theory, graph theory, finance, number representations and networking. This                
course can be paired with another semester course such as #152 or #841 Personal Finance. 
 
# 147 Honors Calculus – Semester 1    .50 CR  
Prerequisites: “C” average or better in Pre-Calculus or Honors Pre-Calculus or permission of the Math Department 
Honors Calculus is a half-year course designed to provide students an introduction to college level Calculus studies. If                  
students are planning to pursue a science or business course of studies at the college level, this course will be a good                      
foundation from which to build. A Texas Instruments TI 84+ graphing calculator is required and is integrated into the                   
coursework. (Formerly known as Honors College Math Topics--Calculus) 
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# 148 Honors Statistics – Semester 2    .50 CR 
Prerequisites: “C” average or better in Pre-Calculus or Honors Pre-Calculus or concurrent enrollment in Pre-Cal or                
Honors Pre-Cal with a semester 1 average of “C” or better 
Honors Statistics is a half-year course designed to provide students an introduction to college level Statistics studies. If                  
students are planning to pursue a science or business course of studies at the college level, this course will be a good                      
foundation from which to build. A Texas Instruments TI 84+ graphing calculator is required and is integrated into the                   
coursework. (Formerly known as Honors College Math Topics--Statistics) 
 
# 141 Advanced Placement Calculus 1.00 CR 
Prerequisites:  “B+” average or better in Pre-calculus Honors or permission of the Math Department 
Analytic geometry, differentiation, functions, continuity, limits, integration and applications of these concepts are studied.              
Homework assignments are both intensive and extensive. Material covered will prepare students for the AP Calculus exam.                 
Students in this class will be prepared to take the College Board Advanced Placement Calculus examination in May.  
 
# 158 Advanced Placement Statistics 1.00 CR 
Prerequisites:  “B+” average or better in Pre-calculus Honors or permission of the Math Department  
The AP Statistics course is equivalent to a one-semester, introductory, non-calculus-based college course in statistics. The                
course introduces students to the major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data.                 
There are four themes in the AP statistics course: exploring data, sampling and experimentation, anticipating patterns, and                 
statistical inference. Students use technology, investigations, problem solving, and writing as they build conceptual              
understanding. Material covered will prepare students for the AP Statistics exam. Students in this class will be prepared                  
to take the College Board Advanced Placement Statistics examination in May.  
 
# 190 Advanced Placement Computer Science Principles 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Successful completion of Algebra II (#121) or Algebra II Honors (#125).  Previous computer knowledge 
or programming skills are not required. 
The AP Computer Science Principles course is designed to be equivalent to a first semester introductory college computing                  
course. In this course, students will develop computational thinking skills vital for success across all disciplines, such as using                   
computational tools to analyze and study data and working with large data sets to analyze, visualize and draw conclusions                   
from trends. Students will investigate topics related to the Internet: what it is, how it is built and functions, how it scales,                      
cybersecurity, etc.. Students are encouraged to apply creative processes when developing computational artifacts and to think                
creatively while using computer software and other technology to explore questions that interest them. Students will work                 
individually and collaboratively to solve problems and discuss and write about the importance of these problems and the                  
impacts on the community, society and the world. Students will take the AP Computer Science Principles Exam, as well as                    
submit two performance tasks (Create and Explore) to the College Board. 
 
Department Staff: 
 
Brittany Boscarino - brittany.boscarino@boltonct.org 
Kurt Kiser - kurt.kiser@boltonct.org  
Renee Midford - renee.midford@boltonct.org 
Peter Turgeon - peter.turgeon@boltonct.org 
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Music 
 
The Bolton High School Music Department provides musical learning opportunities for all students at BHS. Our general                 
music classes are open to all students regardless of musical background. They include Guitar Performance I, Music                 
Technology I, and Music Technology II.  Students interested in vocal and instrumental performance may choose from a                 
number of opportunities including Concert Choir, Concert Band, Jazz Band, small ensembles, auditioned regional              
ensembles, and other performance opportunities that vary from year to year based on student interest.  Students wishing                 
to study music in depth may choose Advanced Placement Music Theory.  
 
Music curricula are guided by the National Core Arts Standards, focusing on creating, performing, responding, and                
connecting within a musical context. 
 
Course Offerings 
# 551 Concert Band Grades   9-12 1.00 CR 
# 552 Honors Concert Band Grades   9-12 1.00 CR 
# 571 Concert Choir  Grades   9-12 1.00 CR 
# 564 Honors Concert Choir Grades   9-12 1.00 CR 
# 553 Jazz Band Grades   9-12                     .50 CR 
# 565  Advanced Placement Music Theory Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
# 559 Music Technology I Grades   9-12   .50 CR 
# 516 Music Technology  II Grades   9-12   .50 CR 
# 716 Guitar Performance I Grades   9-12   .50 CR 
 

# 551 Concert Band Grades 9-12  1.00 CR 
 

Prerequisite: The ability to play a woodwind, brass, or percussion instrument at an intermediate grade level or                 
permission from instructor 
Concert Band provides its student participants with the opportunity to study and perform challenging, advanced literature of                 
many diverse genres and to prepare programs for school functions and public performance. Students are encouraged to                 
assume leadership roles as student directors, section leaders, and in organizational planning. Student members are also                
encouraged to study privately and perform in other instrumental ensembles outside of school. Outside musical opportunities                
include chamber music experiences, the NCCC Music Festival, the Eastern Region High School Music Festival, and the                 
Connecticut All State Music Festival. In addition to the class meeting times, Concert Band members are required to                  
attend two to four evening rehearsals in the weeks immediately preceding each concert. 
 
# 552  Honors Concert Band Grades 9-12  1.00 CR 
 

Prerequisite: The ability to play a woodwind, brass or percussion instrument at an advanced level and written                 
consent from the instructor 
Honors level Band is designed to provide for and reward advanced students through their participation in musical enrichment                  
activities. Students must apply with the instructor for honors level credit. In addition to meeting and exceeding all standards                   
of Concert Band, honor students are required to fulfill at least four (4) additional criteria each semester. These criteria are                    
listed and explained on the application required to take this honors level course. Applications are available at the beginning of                    
the school year. In addition to the class meeting times, Honors Concert Band members are required to attend two to                    
four evening rehearsals in the weeks immediately preceding each concert. Several of the additional criteria require                
time outside of the regular class meetings. 
 
# 571 Concert Choir Grades 9-12 1.00 CR 
Concert Choir provides student participants with the opportunity to continue vocal training through the development of music                 
reading and the study and performance of culturally diverse literature. Course requirements include preparing programs for                
performance in the school, community and beyond. Students may assume leadership roles as student directors and section                 
leaders. Students are also encouraged to study privately and perform in other vocal ensembles outside of school on a regular                    
basis. Outside opportunities for performance include the following festivals: NCCC Music Festival, Eastern Region High               
School Music Festival, and the Connecticut All State Music Festival. In addition to the class meeting times, Concert Choir                   
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members are required to attend two to four  evening rehearsals in the weeks immediately preceding each concert. 
 
# 564 Honors Concert Choir Grades 9-12 1.00 CR 
Honors level Concert Choir is designed to provide for and reward advanced students through their participation in musical                  
enrichment activities. Students must apply with the instructor for honors level credit. In addition to meeting and exceeding all                   
standards of the Concert Choir, honor students are required to fulfill at least four (4) additional criteria each semester. These                    
criteria are listed and explained on the application required to take this honors level course. Applications are available at the                    
beginning of the school year. In addition to the class meeting times, Concert Choir members are required to attend two                    
to four night rehearsals in the weeks immediately preceding each concert. Several of the additional criteria require                 
time outside of the regular class meetings. 

 
# 553 Jazz Band Grades 9-12  .50 CR 
The BHS Jazz Band provides its student participants with the opportunity to explore music in the jazz idiom. This class meets                     
weekly in evening rehearsals. Instrumentation is left to the discretion of the director. Members must be in good standing in                    
the BHS Concert Band and may be asked to audition. 

 
# 565 Advanced Placement Music Theory Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: Previous musical knowledge is required 
AP Music Theory is designed to help prepare the student for a possible college major in music. Topics covered will include                     
music history, ear training, music dictation, basic theory, four-part music writing, and sophisticated listening techniques.               
Students contemplating pursuing further musical study at the college level are urged to enroll in this course. Students in this                    
class will be prepared to take the College Board Advanced Placement Music Theory examination in May.  
 
# 559 Music Technology I Grades 9-12    .50 CR 
Music Technology Production I is an introductory, one-semester course taught in BHS’s computer music MIDI lab. Students                 
will use the latest digital music technology and computer workstations to learn the basics of creating, composing, recording,                  
editing, and mastering music. Students will learn basic music concepts through tutorial challenges and larger comprehensive                
projects. 
 
# 516 Music Technology II Grades 9-12    .50 CR 
Prerequisite:  Music Technology Production I 
Music Technology Production II is a semester course taught in BHS’s MIDI computer lab. Students must successfully                 
complete Music Technology I prior to enrolling in this class. The course focuses on advanced editing techniques used in                   
modern song and music production. Students continue to learn and develop composition and production techniques, as well                 
as study the use of music in films. Students will be responsible for producing a song from start to finish prior to the end of the                          
semester.  
 
# 716 Guitar Performance I Grades 9-12    .50 CR 
Guitar Performance I is an introductory one semester course open to all student interested in learning to play the guitar.                     
Students do not need any prior musical knowledge and/or experience.  Students with guitar experience are also welcome.                  
Students will master basic music concepts through guitar performance including note reading, tablature notation, melodic               
concepts, chord performance and blues improvisation Students in the class will be issued and responsible for a school owned                   
guitar. 
 
Department Staff: 
 
Dan Ayer - dayers@boltonct.org   
Kathryn Desrosiers - kdesrosiers@boltonct.org  
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Physical Education/Health Education 
 

The Bolton High School graduate demonstrates and recognizes the principles of wellness and physical fitness. Courses                
in this Department are designed to assist students in meeting the Health/Physical Education Portfolio graduation               
requirement. Each student completes all of the items of the four-year portfolio in Physical Education and Health                 
Education courses.  In order to meet this requirement, each student accomplishes all of the following:  
 

● develops an annual fitness plan;  
● completes a health and wellness personal assessment;  
● develops and meets an annual personal fitness goal;  
● completes a Bolton High School fitness chart; 
● participates in the Connecticut Physical Fitness Test;  
● designs a health success plan which promotes lifelong wellness;  
● obtains certification in adult and child CPR and AED.  

 
Course Offerings 
# 718 Physical Education/Health  Grade   9 1.00 CR 
# 719 Physical Education/Health  Grade 10 1.00 CR 
# 693 Lifetime Sports (Elective) Grade 11-12          .50 CR 
# 845 Teen Leadership (Elective) Grade   9-12  .50  CR 
# 720 Unified Physical Education  (Elective) Grade   9-12         .50  CR 

 
 
# 718 Grade   9 Physical Education/Health 1.00 CR  
# 719 Grade 10 Physical Education/Health 1.00 CR 
Physical Education and Health Education is REQUIRED for all students at BHS in grades 9 & 10.  
The Bolton Public Schools Physical Education and Health program is designed to provide students with in-depth knowledge of                  
physical principles while offering experiences in a variety of activities. Students are given opportunities to develop physical                 
skills, social skills, and life-long values while learning the health benefits associated with participating on team and individual                  
sports. Our program prepares students with information and strategies to deal with social, peer and environmental pressures.                 
Health related content is integrated throughout the curriculum ensuring students are taught the skills to make informed,                 
appropriate and healthful choices for a healthy and productive life.  

# 693 Grades 11-12 Lifetime Sports    .50 CR 
The Junior and Senior program provides activities that emphasize individual, leisure, and lifetime activities. Students will learn                 
the necessary skills, rules, and strategies of the game/sport that will allow the student to gain a better understanding and                    
appreciation for the activity. 
 
# 845 Grades 9-12 Teen Leadership    .50 CR 
The Bolton High School Teen Leadership Program is a unique and interactive program, which promotes the development of a                   
variety of skills, such as personal responsibility, public speaking, leadership, and goal setting. This program also focuses on                  
integrity, ethical conduct, and motivation.  
 
#  720 Grades 9-12 Unified Physical Education    .50 CR 
Unified Physical Education is a specialized program that is designed to pair model general education students with students                  
with disabilities to work in a one-on-one physical education setting. this course emphasizes cooperation, problem solving, and                 
forming peer relationships. This course is open to upperclassmen (model students in grade 11 & 12) with teacher                  
recommendation.  

 
Department Staff: 
 
David Humiston - dhumiston@boltonct.org  
Robin Johnson - rjohnson@boltonct.org  
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Science 
 
A variety of science courses are offered at Bolton High School, ensuring that the Bolton High School graduate is                   
scientifically literate in Biological, Earth, and Physical Sciences. Courses emphasize inquiry, problem solving, data              
analysis, and real-world application of scientific principles while exploring the cross-cutting themes of stability and change,                
structure and function, energy and matter, systems and system models, evolution, cause and effect, and patterns in                 
nature. 
 
Course Offerings 
# 205 Honors Science 9 Grade   9 1.00 CR 
# 201 Science 9 Grade   9 1.00 CR 
# 1215 Honors Biology  Grade  10 1.00 CR 
# 1211 Biology  Grade  10 1.00 CR 
# 1225 Honors Chemistry  Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
# 1221 Chemistry  Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
# 1231 MCC Physics  Grade   12 1.00 CR 
# 280 Advanced Placement Biology 

Double block (two consecutive periods) 
Grade   12 1.50 CR 

# 261 Human Biology (semester) Grades 11-12 .50 CR 
# 251 Astronomy (semester) Grades 11-12 .50 CR 
# 241 Ecology Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
# 271 UCONN Environmental Science Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
 

# 205 Honors Science 9                                                                 1.00 CR 
Honors Science 9 is the study of the planet Earth and the universe and includes astronomy, geology, meteorology,                  
oceanography, mineralogy, energy, electricity and magnetism, and polymer chemistry. Basic laboratory experiences will be              
performed over the course of the year to help students prepare for their Science Graduation Requirements and to help                   
prepare for college or advanced study in high school science courses. Two projects and a paper will be required. 

 
# 201 Science 9  1.00 CR 
Science 9 is the study of the flow of energy and matter on planet Earth and in the universe. Topics will include astronomy,                       
geology, meteorology, oceanography, energy, electricity and magnetism, and polymer chemistry. Basic laboratory            
experiences and research projects will be required over the course of the year to help students prepare for their Science                    
Graduation Requirements, and also so that students may become scientifically literate citizens. 

 
# 1215 Honors Biology Grade 10 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Science Department 
Honors Biology is the study of plants, animals, humans, and principles governing life and the relationship of living things to                    
their environment. Students study topics in depth including molecular-cellular organization, microorganisms, plant life, animal              
life, heredity and evolution. Students will be expected to read contemporary scientific literature and research currently                
accepted biological theories. Honors Biology is a laboratory course that includes plant and animal dissections, microscope                
observations and bio-chemical experimentation.  
 
# 1211 Biology Grade 10 1.00 CR 
Biology is the study of plants, animals, humans, and principles governing life and the relationship of living things to their                    
environment. Topics such as molecular-cellular organizations, microorganisms, plant life, animal life, heredity and evolution              
are covered. Biology is considered a laboratory course that includes experiences similar to Honors Biology. 
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# 1225 Honors Chemistry Grades 11-12 1.00 CR  
Prerequisite: Successful Honors Chemistry students tend to have had a “B” average or better in Honors Biology or                  
Biology, and a “B” average or better in Algebra I. 
Bolton High School offers Honors Chemistry for students who have superior scholastic records in science and mathematics.                 
Chemistry is the study of the structure and properties of matter and how these materials react with one another. Students                    
learn principles of chemistry including atomic structure, electron behavior incorporating quantum mechanics, the chemical and               
physical properties of elements, the periodic table, chemical bonding, stoichiometry, the kinetic theory of solids, liquids and                 
gases, chemical formulas and equations, chemical kinetics and rate of reactions, chemical equilibrium, and the properties of                 
acids, bases and salts. Emphasis will be placed on the development of chemical laboratory skills and techniques. This course                   
meets college preparation laboratory science requirements.  

 
# 1221 Chemistry Grades 11-12 1.00 CR  
Prerequisite: Successful Chemistry students tend to have had a “C” average or better in H. Biology or Biology, and a                    
“C” average or better in Algebra I.  
Chemistry is the study of the structure and properties of matter and how these materials react with one another. Students                    
learn principles of chemistry including atomic structure, the properties of elements, the periodic table, chemical bonding, the                 
kinetic theory of solids, liquids and gases, chemical formulas and equations, solutions, and the properties of acids and bases.                   
Emphasis will be placed on the development of chemical laboratory skills and techniques. This course meets college                 
preparation laboratory science requirements. 

 
# 271 UConn Environmental Science Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: Successful UConn Environmental Science students tend to have had a “B” average or better in Biology. 
UConn Environmental Science is an introduction to basic concepts and areas of environmental concerns and how these                 
problems can be effectively addressed. Topics include human population, ecological principles, conservation of biological              
resources, biodiversity, croplands-rangelands-forestlands, soil and water conservation, population and water management,           
and wildlife and fisheries conservation. Students must apply to the UConn Early College Experience Program to receive                 
UConn credit (3 credits). UConn Environmental Science is not designed to meet college laboratory science               
requirements. 

 
# 241 Ecology Grades 11-12  1.00 
CR 
Ecology involves the study of the relationship between living things and their non-living environment. Students learn about                 
local, national, and world environmental problems such as pollution, population explosion, energy and resource depletion,               
endangered species, and land use. Concepts will be presented primarily through laboratory work and local field experiences.                 
Many laboratories will be held outdoors during the school year. Those students who wish to further develop their knowledge of                    
nature and understand the interrelation between the biotic and abiotic worlds will enjoy this course. Greenhouse plants will be                   
grown and sold by Ecology students throughout the year. Ecology is not designed to meet college laboratory science                  
requirements. 

 
# 251 Astronomy Grades 11-12   .50 CR 
Astronomy is a one semester course designed to provide a foundation in the space sciences. Students will study the solar                    
system, stellar evolution, the motion and appearance of the night sky, the origin and future of the universe, the                   
earth-moon-sun system, space exploration, the history of astronomy, and special topics (worm holes, black holes, etc.).                
Students will use the Internet as one of the primary tools for their investigations, will analyze real life scientific data, and will be                       
responsible for researching and presenting an individual research-based product. Astronomy is not designed to meet               
college laboratory science requirements. 
 
# 261 Human Biology Grades 11-12   .50 CR 
 
Human Biology is a seminar-style, one semester course devoted to the investigation of the human body. Students will study                   
the relationship between structure and function on all levels of organization in the human body. Topics studied will include                   
nutrition, control, development, fitness, and disease. Emphasis is placed on hands-on and experiential learning. Human               
Biology is not designed to meet college laboratory science requirements. 
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# 1231 MCC Physics Grade 12 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: Completion of or enrollment in Pre-Calculus and permission of the Science Department. 
Physics is an investigation into the behavior and interrelationships of matter and energy. Basic concepts of measurement,                 
motion, force, light, sound, energy, matter, electricity and atomic physics are developed and applied. Formal laboratory                
investigations are utilized to apply various concepts of physics. Physics is an honors level course. Students successfully                 
completing this MCC course are eligible for four credits from Manchester Community College. 

 
# 280 Advanced Placement Biology Grade 12 1.50 CR 

 
Prerequisite: Successful AP students tend to have had a “B” average or better in “B” average or better in Biology,                    
Chemistry, and Algebra II. Students are required to have completed a Chemistry course and Algebra II before                 
enrolling in AP Biology. 
AP Biology is equivalent to a two-semester college introductory biology course and is designed for motivated students with                  
superior scholastic records in mathematics and science. The course follows the curriculum framework outlined by The College                 
Board. Studies focus on the interactions of biological systems, the use of energy and molecular building blocks by biological                   
systems, evolution, and the transmission, retrieval, and storage of information. Lab experiences are inquiry-based and involve                
the use of statistical analysis, various mathematical applications, model representations, and the connection of concepts               
across multiple domains. Students in this class will be prepared to take the College Board Advanced Placement                 
Biology examination in May.  

 
Department Staff: 

 
Jennifer Carvalho – jcarvalho@boltonct.org  
Karen Cordero – kcordero@boltonct.org  
Thomas DiMauro – tdimauro@boltonct.org 
Kevin Hartmann – khartmann@boltonct.org 
Kurt Kiser – kkiser@boltonct.org  
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Social Studies 
  
In accordance with the National Council for the Social Studies’ standards, the Bolton High School Social Studies                 
department prepares students for success in college and career, and informed engagement and participation in civic life.                 
Inquiry is at the heart of Social Studies instruction, and involves interdisciplinary instruction and benefits from interaction                 
with and integration of the arts and humanities. Social Studies teachers promote the teaching of deep and enduring                  
understandings, concepts, and skills from the disciplines of history, civics, economics, psychology, and sociology. 
 
 
 Course Offerings 
# 305 World History and Cultures I Honors Grade   9 1.00 CR 
# 301 World History and Cultures I Grade   9 1.00 CR 
#  315 World History and Cultures II Honors Grade  10 1.00 CR 
# 311 World History and Cultures II Grade  10 1.00 CR 
#  325 Advanced Placement United States History Grades 11 1.00 CR 
#  321 United States History Grades 11 1.00 CR 
# 322 United States History Perspectives Grade   11 1.00 CR 
# 331  Economics Grade   11-12   .50 CR 
# 332 Psychology Grades 12 .50 CR 
#  361 Contemporary Issues Grades 11-12 .50 CR 
# 371 Sociology Grades 12 .50 CR 
# 351 Civics Grades 12 .50 CR 
# 346 Advanced Placement US Government & Politics Grades 11-12 1.00 CR 
 
 
# 305   World History and Cultures I Honors Grade 9 1.00 CR 
# 301   World History and Cultures I Grade 9 1.00 CR 
This course will examine the rise of the modern world beginning with Renaissance and Reformation in Europe and the                   
intellectual traditions unleashed by these events. The rise of modern capitalism, the roots representative democracy, the                
foundations for technology and industrialization, and the roots of communist thought, can all trace their heritage to the                  
intellectual currents of thought emerging in fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth century Europe. These ideas would               
spread around and come to dominate the globe as Western powers would control most of the world by the middle of the                      
nineteenth century. In accordance with the Social Studies Department mission, this course will prepare students for                
success in college and career, informed engagement, and participation in civic life. Inquiry and research skills will be at                   
the heart of instruction in World History and Cultures I. 
 
# 315   World History and Cultures II Honors Grade 10 1.00 CR 
# 311   World History and Cultures II Grade 10 1.00 CR 
This course will examine major themes in modern world history from the Age of New Imperialism (1871) to the modern                    
day. Major themes of the course include the focus on the Western dominance of global politics and economics through                   
the two World Wars and the rise of modern societies in Asia, Africa, and South America that eventually challenge western                    
supremacy. Central to this theme is the Cold War rivalry between the Soviet Union and the United States and how this                     
conflict affected politics, economics, and society in every corner of the globe. The course concludes by exploring how the                   
end of the Cold War has led to a realignment of the global balance of power, and reshuffling political relationships around                     
the world. In accordance with the Social Studies Department mission, this course will prepare students for success in                  
college and career, informed engagement, and participation in civic life. Inquiry and research skills will a central focus in                   
World History and Cultures II. 
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# 325   Advanced Placement United States History Grade 11 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Excellent grades in previous social studies courses and teacher recommendation 
This course is a rigorous, full-year, college-level survey course in United States history. The course requires extensive                 
reading and analysis of primary and secondary source materials and historical novels. Students will be expected to                 
master large amounts of historical material and demonstrate their understanding of the material through class discussions                
and analytical writing assignments. The course examines the entire scope of United States history from European                
settlement in the sixteenth century to the present. Students in this class will be prepared to take the College Board                    
Advanced Placement United States History examination in May. 
  
# 321   United States History Grade 11  1.00 CR 
United States history explores the major issues that affect our nation today by examining the origin and evolution of those                    
issues. The course begins with the Industrial Revolution in the latter third of the nineteenth century and then explores                   
American history in-depth from late nineteenth century to the late twentieth century, covering all aspects of social, political,                  
economic, intellectual, and cultural history. United States History (or AP United States History) is a required full year                  
course for all students.  
  

# 322  United States History Perspectives  Grade 11  1.00 CR 
Teacher recommendation only. This course takes a non-traditional approach to the study of United States history.                
Students will focus upon producing projects and assignments on specific historical topics of their choosing in order to                  
stimulate student interest. The course focuses primarily upon twentieth century historical events to heighten historical               
relevance to students’ lives. 
 

# 332  Psychology   Grade 12    .50 CR 
This course examines the study of psychology by analyzing humans’ behaviors and cognitive processes. Students               
explore various aspects of our psyches and how our minds operate. Special attention will be given to people of note in the                      
world of psychology, studying the working mind and body, and how the psychological and biological components of the                  
mind interact. In the course, students will evaluate several aspects of the study of psychology; with a focus on the human                     
lifespan, the process of learning, and the diagnosis and treatment of psychological disorders. This semester course is                 
open to all 12th grade students.  
  

# 331 Economics  Grade 11-12    .50 CR 
This course examines basic economic laws, different types of business organizations, and the role of government in the                  
economy. Special emphasis is placed on current economic issues in society, using practical economics on a daily basis,                  
and the problems created due to scarcity of resources in an economy. This semester course is open to all 11th and 12th                      
grade students.  
  

# 361 Contemporary Issues  Grade 11-12              .50 CR 
The purpose of this semester course is to encourage students to accept responsibility for becoming informed, concerned,                 
and active citizens. The course examines current events at the domestic and foreign level. Special emphasis is placed on                   
issues that relate directly to teenagers who are about to graduate from high school. This semester course is open to all                     
11th and 12th grade students.  
  

# 371 Sociology  Grade 12    .50 CR 
This course covers a variety of social issues and problems as they relate to American society. Particular emphasis is                   
placed on family structure, peer relationships, and the problems associated with family roles. Teenage issues and the                 
problems of drug use, sexual activity, and suicide are examined and discussed. The course also examines the issues of                   
minorities and discrimination, poverty, crime, and deviant behavior. This semester course is open to all 12th grade                 
students.  
  

# 351  Civics  Grade 12     .50 CR 
Civics focuses on the structure and operation of our national, state, and local governments. The course closely examines                  
the creation and subsequent interpretation of the United States Constitution in order to explore the structure of our                  
government and our rights protected by the Constitution. The course then focuses on state and local government in                  
Connecticut, emphasizing the rights and responsibilities of citizens both locally and nationally. Civics is a required                
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half-year course for all students. 
  

# 346  Advanced Placement United States Government & Politics        Grade 11-12        1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Excellent grades in previous social studies courses and teacher recommendation 
UConn/AP United States Government and Politics is a rigorous, full-year course, designed to be the equivalent of a                  
college freshman course in American government. The course requires extensive reading and analysis of primary and                
secondary source materials including historical and legal documents. This course introduces students to key political               
ideas, institutions, policies, interactions, roles and behaviors that characterize the political culture of the United States.                
The course also examines politically significant concepts and themes, through which students learn to apply disciplinary                
reasoning, assess causes and consequences of political events, and interpret data to develop evidence-based              
arguments. Students in this class will be prepared to take the College Board Advanced Placement United States                 
Government and Politics examination in May. 
  
  
  
Department Staff: 
  
Mark Mishriky –  mmishriky@boltonct.org  
Alexis Noheimer – anoheimer@boltonct.org  
Abbey Sacco –  asacco@boltonct.org 
Paul Smith –  psmith@boltonct.org  
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              Technology Education 
 
In today’s society, technology is constantly evolving and becoming more relevant to everyday life. Technology education                
allows students to gain the necessary knowledge in various areas of study, to be successful in the classroom and in                    
society. 
 
Through project based learning, students utilize our facility to gain mastery in their area of study. Each unit and project is                     
formatted in the real-world application of the principles and standards taught within that unit. Students will think critically                  
as they work to design, construct and troubleshoot a wide variety of projects in each course. Technology Education                  
prepares students to: 
 

● increase skill-set using a wide range of technologies associated with engineering, manufacturing and design; 
● develop problem solving skills necessary for a technical career; 
● develop the necessary vocabularies needed for the various areas of study; 
● develop team building skills; 
● discuss upcoming technologies, their uses, practicality and morals. 

Curricula are aligned with Connecticut Career & Technical Education standards, International Technology and             
Engineering Educators Association standards for technological literacy and the Common Core Standards for English              
Language Arts. 
 
Course Offerings 
# 816 Construction and Structures Grades    9-12 .50 CR 
# 836 Architectural Design Grades    9-12 .50 CR 
# 866 Architecture and Construction Grades    9-12 .50 CR 
# 835 MCC Computer Aided Design and Engineering Grades  10-12 .50 CR 
# 833 Video Production and Multi-Media Grades  10-12 .50 CR 
# 837 Desktop Publishing and Graphic Design Grades  10-12 .50 CR 
# 811 Computer Integrated Manufacturing I Grades  11-12 .50 CR 
# 865 Robotics and Engineering Grades    9-12  .50 CR 
 

# 816 Construction and Structures  Grades 9-12  .50 CR 
Students will develop a broad range of real experiences in the construction trades. Included are: residential framing, plumbing,                  
electrical, insulation, roofing, exterior, and interior fabrication. 
 
# 866 Architecture and Construction  Grades 9-12  .50 CR 
This course explores the concepts of basic residential construction including building materials, methods, mathematics and               
sequence of construction, and the reasons thereof. The course will also focus on the development of the skills that would                    
relate to future homeownership and applicable trades.  Emphasis will be placed on safety and critical thinking skills as related                   
to proper tool use.  The construction of a scale model building will be the culminating activity. 
 
# 836 Architectural Design  Grades 9-12   .50 CR  
Students will learn the different architectural styles used in commercial housing today and apply those attributes to a design of                    
their choice. Through these design principles and CAD software, students will develop numerous sets of plans for structural                  
designs. Exploration of materials and construction techniques will provide understanding and appreciation throughout the              
process. 
 
# 835 MCC Computer Aided Design and Engineering -  

Introduction to CAD Grades 9-12  .50 CR  
Students who select this course will gain a basic knowledge of computer aided drafting. They will develop computer generated                   
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engineering and architectural designs and technical drawing using computer aided design software. This course is required                
by most college engineering or related technology programs. Students successfully completing this MCC course are               
eligible for three credits from Manchester Community College. 
 
# 833  Video Production & Multimedia Grades 9-12  .50 CR 
This semester course introduces students to multimedia authoring to create interactive media for presentation, World Wide                
Web, and interactive TV. Using authoring software, students develop real-world projects combining graphics, sound, video,               
and other media. Digital video news productions will also be created and edited for broadcast on local television stations.  
 
# 837  Desktop Publishing & Graphic Design Grades 9-12  .50 CR 
This semester course is an introduction to creating graphic publication using computer technology. Students learn to operate                 
an image scanner and digital and video cameras. Using design principles, student will create, layout, and print publications                  
using Microsoft Word, Adobe PageMaker, PhotoShop, and Illustrator software. Thermal transfer and vinyl sign making will be                 
introduced.  
 
# 811 Computer Integrated Manufacturing Grades 9-12  .50 CR 
Prerequisite:  “B” average or better in MCC Computer Aided Design and permission of instructor 
This semester course teaches the basic fundamentals of computerized manufacturing technology. Utilizing the solid modeling               
skills developed in the Introduction to CAD course, students will use 3-D software to solve design problems. Students will                   
convert computer-generated geometry into a program to direct the operation of CNC machine tools.  
 
# 865 Robotics & Engineering  Grades 9-12  .50 CR 
This is a beginning course in robotics. The objective of this course is to introduce the student to basic programming and                     
engineering concepts as well as problem solving strategies. The course will be utilizing VEX robotics kits, Robot C  software,                   
and various VEX Robotics materials. This course will involve students in the development, building and programming of  VEX                  
robots. Students will work hands-on in teams to design, build, program and document their progress. Topics include motor                  
control, gear ratios, torque, friction, sensors, timing, program loops, logic gates, decision-making, timing sequences,              
propulsion systems and binary number systems. Student designed robots will be programmed to compete in various course                 
competitions developed by VEX.  
 
Department Staff: 
 
Elia Antunes- eantunes @boltonct.org  
Christopher Garratt-          cgarratt@boltonct.org 
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World Language 
 
The Bolton High School graduate has a fundamental knowledge of a language other than English and understands and                  
respects the diversity of languages and cultures. Courses in this Department of French and Spanish are designed to                  
assess the Oral Communication graduation requirement. Each student completes at least two assessments per year in                
all French and Spanish courses. Assessments in Grades 9 and 10 are considered “introductory experiences” that are                 
scored, but do not count toward the completion of the graduation requirement. In order to meet this graduation                  
requirement, students must attain a 3 (Meets Requirement) or 4 (With Distinction) on the BHS Oral Communication rubric                  
as a result of one of the designated assessments in French and Spanish courses in Grades 11 or 12.  
 
The Bolton High School graduate writes effectively, expressing ideas with clarity and fluency. Each student completes at                 
least one assessment per year in all Latin courses. Assessments in Grades 9 and 10 are considered “introductory                  
experiences” that are scored, but do not count toward the completion of the graduation requirement. In order to meet the                    
graduation requirement, students must meet or attain a 4 (Meets Requirement), 5 (Exceeds Requirement), or 6 (With                 
Distinction) on the BHS Writing rubric on one of the designated assessments in Latin courses in Grades 11 or 12.  
 
Course Offerings 
# 411 French I 1.00 CR 
# 412 French II 1.00 CR 
# 413 French III  1.00 CR 
# 417 French IV & French IV Honors (414) 1.00 CR 
# 416 French V  Honors  1.00 CR 
# 415 French V – Advanced Placement 1.00 CR 
# 401 Spanish I 1.00 CR 
# 402 Spanish II 1.00 CR 
# 403 Spanish III & Spanish III Honors (409) 1.00 CR 
# 404 Spanish IV  Honors 1.00 CR 
# 405 Spanish V – Advanced Placement 1.00 CR 
# 421 Latin I 1.00 CR 
# 422 Latin II 1.00 CR 
# 423 Latin III & Latin III Honors (426) 1.00 CR 
# 424 Latin IV Honors  1.00 CR 
# 427 Latin IV – Advanced Placement 1.00 CR 

 
# 411 French I 1.00 CR 
Beginning students of French are immediately engaged in meaningful and useful communication in spoken and written                
French. Students learn to produce comprehensible sentences in order to request information and to express simple opinions.                 
Students are exposed to authentic language through video and audio to expand their global perspective. Each daily learning                  
experience is focused on increasing the scope of active vocabulary, the ability to communicate with one another, to                  
understand native speakers, and to explore Francophone cultures.  
  
# 412 French II 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  French I 
This course continues and develops skills established in French I. Vocabulary and structural complexity increase substantially                
as students begin to produce more sophisticated phraseology, both orally and in writing. Students understand increasingly                
complex speech of native quality. The emphasis remains on language proficiency within a cultural framework. Use of                 
authentic video and audio recordings is the mainstay of the classroom learning situation. 
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# 413 French III 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  French II 
Students continue the development of their oral and written communications skills and exploration of Francophone cultures                
with a substantial increase in the scope of vocabulary and knowledge of grammatical structure. Authentic audio and video are                   
the springboard for classroom and written communication activities. Students read selections of increasing length and difficulty                
from a variety of authentic sources. Refinement of writing skills, incorporating more sophisticated structures and a lexicon                 
including both formal and informal expressions, are emphasized. 
 
# 417 French IV 
# 414 French IV – Honors 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  “C” average or better in French III and permission of instructor 
This honors course is an enhancement and refinement of all four skill areas. Students complete their secondary study of                   
essential grammar and acquire a wide variety of vocabulary while reading and discussing French history supplemented by                 
excerpts and unabridged texts of various literary genres as well as films. Emphasis is placed on reading comprehension, oral                   
communication, and writing a well-organized essay to develop students’ proficiency in French. Students in the Honors                
section of this class will be expected to explore themes and ideas in greater depth. 
 
# 416 French V – Honors 1.00 CR 
# 415 Advanced Placement French V 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: “C” average or better in French IV and permission of instructor 
Through analysis of contemporary France, students strengthen and deepen their facility with all previously studied               
grammatical concepts. Films, songs, articles, and short texts of various genres are the vehicles for discussion to promote an                   
understanding of what it means to be French. Students wishing to take the Advanced Placement French Language exam in                   
May will also complete activities in preparation of the exam. Students in the AP section of this class will be prepared to                      
take the College Board Advanced Placement French Language examination in May.  
 
# 401 Spanish I 1.00 CR 
This course gives students a useful, working knowledge of basic vocabulary, simple conversation through listening and                
speaking practice, and a systematic study of the structure of the language. Using a selected text, supplementary materials,                  
and a variety of classroom activities, students acquire basic skills for listening, speaking, reading, and writing in Spanish, and                   
an increased awareness of the Spanish culture. The course also encourages the development of an understanding and                 
appreciation of the geography, people, and culture of the Hispanic world. 
 
# 402 Spanish II 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Spanish I  
In this course, students continue to develop the five basic skills established in Spanish I. Students increase their vocabulary                   
and start using more complex grammatical structures with emphasis on spoken language. Cultural awareness and               
appreciation are also an integral part of this course. 
 
# 403 Spanish III 1.00 CR 
# 409 Spanish III - Honors 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Spanish II 
In this course, students continue to build their vocabulary and increase their knowledge of structure and function of the                   
language. Emphasis is put on listening and speaking skills, and writing in the target language becomes more complex.                  
Reading authentic texts as a means of discussion becomes an integral part of the class. Students also expand their                   
knowledge of the Hispanic world and its people. Students may sign up to take Spanish III as an Honors course, with                     
permission of the instructor. Honors students should expect a more rigorous pace, challenging readings and additional                
projects within the course of study in Spanish III. 

 
# 404 Spanish IV – Honors 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  “C” average or better in Spanish III and permission of instructor 
This honors course refines the four skills. Students work extensively on the grammar of the Spanish language and read texts                    
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from different sources.  Students will learn the difference uses of verbal tenses, as well as other parts of speech.  
 
 

 # 405 AP Spanish V 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  “C” average or better in Spanish IV and permission of instructor 
This course is intended for students to develop the skills necessary to be successful on the AP Spanish Language test.                    
Students in this class will be prepared to take the College Board Advanced Placement Spanish Language                
examination in May. 
 
# 421 Latin I 1.00 CR 
Latin I introduces students to all aspects of Classical studies, with primary focus on Ancient Rome, including Latin language,                   
history, culture and mythology. Students will learn to use Latin to hear the experiences of people who lived and died millennia                     
ago, whose voices still have much to communicate to the modern era. Highlights of cultural studies include the Gods of Greek                     
and Roman mythology, the legends and early history of Rome, and the daily life of the ancient Romans. Emphasis will also be                      
given to developing greater knowledge of English grammar and vocabulary, with weekly examination of English words                
(including those frequently seen on the SAT) derived from Latin/Greek roots. 
 
# 422 Latin II 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  Latin I 
Students continue their study of Latin language and Roman culture as they acquire greater facility in reading and writing in                    
Latin. The textbook readings are supplemented by additional readings of authentic Latin to increase students’ exposure to                 
ancient authors. The culture and history of the Republican Period, forms the backdrop for exploration of Roman monuments                  
and artifacts, as well as the legacy of ancient Roman political and legal practices as seen in modern American society.                    
Mythology focuses on the heroes of Greek and Roman mythology, and students compare concepts of heroism to the modern                   
era. The study of Greek and Latin influence on English vocabulary and grammar continues to be emphasized, with weekly                   
study of English words (including those frequently seen on the SAT) derived from Latin/Greek roots.  
 
# 423 Latin III   1.00 CR 
# 426 Latin III  - Honors  1.00 CR 
Prerequisite:  “C” average or better in Latin II and permission of instructor 
In this course, students make the transition from adapted Latin texts to unadapted, authentic prose texts by Roman authors.                   
Students consolidate their knowledge of all of the grammar from Latin I and II, and learn advanced grammatical concepts.                   
They use their knowledge of Latin to hear the Romans “speak for themselves,” as they study letters and first-hand accounts                    
written by the witnesses and agents of some of the most famous events in Western history, including Cicero, Julius Caesar,                    
Augustus Caesar, and Pliny the Younger. Students continue to study the great sagas of Greco-Roman mythology including                 
the Trojan War and the Theban cycle. The study of Greek and Latin influence on English vocabulary and grammar continues                    
to be emphasized, with weekly study of English words (including those frequently seen on the SAT) derived from Latin/Greek                   
roots. Students may sign up to take Latin III as an Honors course, with permission of the instructor. Honors students should                     
expect a more rigorous pace, challenging readings and additional projects within the course of study in Latin III. 

 
# 424 Latin IV – Honors 1.00 CR 
# 427 Latin IV – Advanced Placement 1.00 CR 
Prerequisite: “C” average or better in Latin III and permission of instructor 
In this honors course, students use all of the knowledge they have acquired in the previous three years of Latin toward                     
extensive readings of authentic texts. Students read works of the Latin poets, with primary emphasis on excerpts from                  
Vergil’s Aeneid, the great Roman epic about the fall of Troy and the founding of Roman civilization, and Ovid’s                   
Metamorphoses, one of the best-loved and widely-read sources of Greco-Roman mythology. Poetic and stylistic devices will                
be examined, as will the impact of the poets on their own culture and successive cultures. The study of Greek and Latin                      
influence on English vocabulary and grammar continues to be emphasized, with weekly study of English words (including                 
those frequently seen on the SAT) derived from Latin/Greek roots. With teacher permission, students who demonstrate a                 
high degree of proficiency and motivation in Latin, may elect Latin IV as Latin IV/AP – Advanced Placement                  
Independent Study, in preparation for the Advanced Placement Latin examination  in May.  
Department Staff: Paul Giblin, Latin – pgiblin@boltonct.org  

Francisco Ruiz, Spanish --  fruiz@boltonct.org  
Chris Pallis, French – cpallis @boltonct.org  
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Online Education 
VHS - Virtual High School @ www.thevhscollaborative.org  

 

 
VHS courses are designed to assess the Technology/Information Literacy graduation requirement           
which states: The Bolton High School graduate uses libraries, technologies, and other informational             
resources to retrieve, synthesize, and communicate information and understands the basic           
operations and concepts of technology and uses technology tools to enhance learning, productivity,             
creativity, and real-world problem solving.  
 
Each student completing a VHS online course is able to meet this requirement by attaining a 3 (Meets                  
Requirement) or 4 (With Distinction) on the BHS Technology/Information Literacy rubric at any grade              
level, 10 through 12, in VHS online courses. 
 
An additional 200 “virtual” courses are available to students online at Bolton High School. Classes               
are offered by certified teachers in all disciplines, from the arts to technology, from general level to                 
Advanced Placement level. The aim of the Bolton High School Online Education Program is to               
expand educational opportunities by continuously enriching curriculum offerings. Bolton High School           
is a member school of VHS – Virtual High School, the leading nationwide high school online                
education consortium. As a result, students have the opportunity to participate in online courses              
designed and delivered to meet and exceed nationally accepted standards for education. 
 
Courses are taught by trained, experienced faculty members qualified to teach a wide array of               
courses designed to meet the needs of all students. An innovative curriculum delivered online offers               
diverse learning choices for students and the opportunity to participate in a global community of               
learners. These electives enhance the student’s transcript when applying to college, allow students             
to explore a unique interest or potential career path, provide additional academic challenge, and              
provide opportunities for personal growth. 
 
Virtual High School class sizes are limited to 20 students from all participating member schools and                
there is an emphasis on interaction between teachers and students. Activities are student-centered             
and discussion and group activities are a part of each VHS course. All classes take place entirely                 
over the Internet and students can post work to their class anytime, day or night, as long as work is                    
posted by specified due dates.  
Students and parents interested in the BHS Online Education through VHS are urged to visit the                
Virtual High School website at: www.thevhscollaborative.org. Click on the “Programs & Courses”            
icon at the top of the screen. Then, on the dropdown, click on the “VHS Catalog” to view the course                    
offerings.  
 
Note: Space is extremely limited in the BHS Online Education Program. Students who are              
interested should contact the Guidance Counselors, Darbi Spivak or Megan Bellody, or the             
VHS Site Coordinator, Kelly Goldsnider.  

# 956 Online Education (full year)
(Specific course is listed on transcript) Grades 10-12 1.00 CR  
# 955  Online Education (semester)
(Specific course is listed on transcript) Grades 10-12    .50 CR  
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All course descriptions are available online at www.thevhscollaborative.org. 
● All students interested will be expected to fill out an application for the program and participate in                 

a selection process through the Guidance Department and the VHS Site Coordinator.  
● VHS courses are considered “elective courses” at BHS. All required courses must be completed              

through the regular course offerings of BHS. Students will only be offered credit for courses not                
already available through Bolton High School.  

● VHS courses are treated like all other BHS courses when determining Honor Roll status,              
GPA-Grade Point Average, and Class Rank.  
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VHS Catalogue  
 
 

AP Courses 
AP Art History  
AP Biology  
AP Calculus AB 
AP Calculus BC  
AP Computer Science A  
AP Economics: Micro & Macro  
AP English Language and Composition  
AP English Literature and Composition  
AP Environmental Science Sec. CN 
AP European History Sec. SM 
AP French Language & Culture  
AP Government & Politics: U.S. 
AP Music Theory 
AP Physics B 
AP Physics C 
AP Psychology 
AP Spanish Language 
AP Statistics 
AP U.S. History 
 

Arts 
American Popular Music  
AP Art History  
AP Music Theory  
Art History: Renaissance to Present 
Art History : Art of the Caribbean Islands  
Creating Art History  
History and American Pop Music  
History of Photography  
Music Composition: Exploration of Style 
Music Listening and Critique  
Music: Fundamentals of Composition  

 
Business 

Business and Personal Law  
Business Math 
Entrepreneurship 
International Business  
Investing in the Stock Market  
Learning to Invest in the Stock Market  
Marketing and the Internet  
Personal Finance 
 

Language Arts 
101 Ways to Write a Short Story  
Academic Writing  
AP English Language and Composition 
AP English Literature and Composition 
Bad Boys in Literature  
Blogs, Wikis, and Web Tools 
Contemporary Irish Literature  
Creative Writing- 
Cultural Identity Through Literature: 
Understanding Place- 
Essay Writing 
Fantasy and Science Fiction Short Stories 
Film and Literature: The European Experience 
Folklore and Literature of Myth, Magic & 
Ritual 
Ghoulies, Ghosties and Long-Legged Beasties 
Global Perspectives in Literature Honors 
Heroes 
Horror Writers: Edgar Allan Poe and Stephen 

King 
Introduction to Advanced English Literature 
Journalism in the Digital Age 
Literacy Skills for the 21st Century 
Literature of the World 
Mythology 
Poetry Reading & Writing 
Poetry Writing 
Screenwriting Fundamentals 
Twentieth Century Women Authors 
Young Adult Literature: Issues in Tolerance & 
Diversity 
English 10 Summer Offering 
English 9 Summer Offering 
Essay Writing  
 

Foreign Language 
Basic Mandarin : Chinese Language and 
Culture- 
German Language and Culture 
Portuguese 1 
Russian Language and Culture 
Italian Language and Culture 
 

Life Skills/Health 
Career Awareness 
Employability Skills for the 21st Century  
Kindergarten Apprentice Teacher  
Now What Will You Do?: Life After High 
School 
Parenting in the 21st Century  
Perspectives in Health  
Physical Education 
Preparing for College Admissions and Financial 
Aid  
Who Do I Want To Be When I Grow Up? 
 

Mathematics 
Algebra 1  
Algebra 2  
Algebra 2 Honors 
AP Calculus AB  
AP Calculus BC  
AP Statistics  
Business Math  
Geometry 
Geometry and Algebra Applications  
Introduction to Calculus AB 
Introduction to Statistics 
Math and Modern Logic 
Math You Can Use In College 
Mathematics of Electricity: Careers in Electric 
Power 
Number Theory: Patterns, Puzzles and 
Cyptography 

Science 
Advanced Topics in Chemistry  
Anatomy and Physiology: A Study in Stability- 
Animal Behavior and Zoology  
AP Biology  
AP Environmental Science  
AP Physics B 
AP Physics C 
Astronomy Principles  

Bioethics  
Biology 
Biotechnology 
Biotechnology  
Chemicals of Civilization 
DNA Technology 
Engineering Principles  
Environmental Chemistry 
Environmental Science - The World Around Us 
Epidemics Sec. KC: Ecology or Evolution 
Evolution and the Nature of Science  
Forensic Science 
Fundamentals of Biology  
Genes and Disease  
Great Inventions and Scientific Discoveries 
Introduction to Environmental Science  
Introduction to Physics B  
-Meteorology Sec. AVM: A Study of 
Atmospheric Interactions- 
-Nuclear Physics: Science, Technology, and 
Society- 
Preveterinary Medicine 

Social Studies 
American Foreign Policy  
American Multiculturalism  
AP Economics Sec. CB: Micro and Macro 
AP Government & Politics: U.S.  
AP Psychology  
AP World History  
Arts and Ideas :The Best of Western Culture 
Community Service-Learning: You Can Change 
the World! 
Constitutional Law  
Cont. Issues in American Justice 
Criminology  
Democracy in the US 
Eastern and Western Thought 
Modern Middle East 
Peacemaking 
Pearl Harbor to the Atomic Bomb 
Philosophy 
Practical Law 
Sports and Society 
The Holocaust 
The Vietnam War 
Who Do I Want To Be When I Grow Up? 
World Conflict; a United Nations Introduction 
 

Technology/Tech Ed. 
Advanced Web Design  
Animation and Effects Sec. LH: Flash MX 
Basics- 
AP Computer Science A  
Blogs, Wikis, and Web Tools: Research in a 
Digital Age 
CAD 
Computational Science and Engineering Using 
Java  
Creating Effective PowerPoint Presentations  
Desktop Publishing: In an Information Age 
Engineering for Sustainable Energy 
Engineering Principles  
Introduction to Computer Science  
Web Design and Internet Research 
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 Capstone 

 
Overview 
The focus of the Bolton High School Capstone is to engage each student in a personalized learning                 
experience. The project allows students the opportunity to apply and to demonstrate interdisciplinary             
skills and knowledge while investigating a specialized area of interest that is supported by an adult                
mentor or Independent Study teacher. Each student will have the assistance of an evaluator to guide                
the student through this project, as well as an adult mentor who has specific knowledge of the area                  
the student has chosen to explore. 
 
The Senior Capstone has five required components that comprise the Senior Capstone: 
Date Required 
Project Proposal: End of Junior year 
Research/Field Work:  From date of approval through completion, March  
*Research paper: First draft in September, final draft in November 
*Capstone Evening: Late March 
*Adult Mentor Log: The day of presentations 
*Reflective Journal: After presentations 
(*graded) 
 
Capstone is a graduation requirement. Evaluation of each student’s Capstone will be conducted by              
the Senior Capstone Evaluation Committee, and will include: 
 

● a review of all written components in the form of the research paper and journal reflection (to                 
include input from evaluators and mentors); 

● rubric scores from presentations and displays;  
● scores and log from the student’s adult mentor 

 
Students will receive scores upon completion of each phase of their projects. In order to meet the                 
graduation requirement, students must earn 60 out of the 100 allotted points. To earn distinction,               
students must earn a 93/100. 
 
A manual has been designed to guide students, their evaluators, and mentors through the phases of                
Capstone. Students must read the sections related to the required components, discuss them with a               
mentor, and complete the Capstone Proposal form. This form must be submitted to the Evaluation               
Committee no later than early May. The committee will review all proposals and grant permission for                
students to pursue their topic, or require students to amend proposals until they are deemed               
acceptable. It is important to note that, in order for a proposal for Capstone to be considered                 
acceptable, the student must establish and articulate a clear connection between the idea of the               
project and the knowledge they have acquired through school experiences in content areas,             
coursework, and/or other school-related experiences.  
 
Questions may be addressed to the Capstone Coordinator, Jennifer Tierney at           
jtierney@boltonct.org   
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